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PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THECONTACT BINARY V513 HERCULISBYBOTH, K.N.2; MARKWORTH, N.L.11 Department of Physis and Astronomy Stephen F. Austin State University, Naogdohes, TX 75962-3044USA; e-mail:nmarkworth�sfasu.edu2 Texas A&MUniversity Physis Department, College Station, TX 77843-4242 USA; e-mail:krisbyboth�tamu.eduHo�meister (1959) disovered variability in the light of V513 Herulis (Son 5300,GSC 2076-01720, �(2000) = 17h40m22s, Æ(2000) = +24Æ1504700) and lassi�ed it as aW UMa system. He observed 50 times of minimum (Ho�meister 1960) and gave anephemeris of 2430024.654 + 0.3037689 � E. Two times of minimum by Kraji (see Nelson2004) in 2004 omplete the list of previous observations. Apparently, no other observa-tions have been published prior to 2005 and no study of the light urve has ever beendone.Photometri observations of V513 Her were made on seven nights between June 18 andAugust 19, 2004, using the 46-m Rithey-Chr�etien telesope with attahed Santa BarbaraInstrument Group (SBIG) ST-8XE CCD amera equipped with standard Johnson UBVRI�lters. An SBIG ST-4 amera attahed to the �nder served as the traking amera.The images were alibrated and the magnitudes extrated using standard image redu-tion proedures with MIRA Pro (Mirametris In.). Di�erential magnitudes in the naturalsystem are available upon request of author NLM. Approximately 170 observations weremade in eah of the R, I, and V �lters of V513 Her.The omparison and hek star data for V513 Her were as follows: omparison star(C)(GSC 02076-01849, �(2000) = 17h40m18:s6, Æ(2000) = +24Æ1603:006); hek star (K1)(GSC 02076-01976, �(2000) = 17h40m24:s74, Æ(2000) = +24Æ15011:002); and hek star (K2)(GSC 02076-01885, �(2000) = 17h40m25:s1, Æ(2000) = +24Æ16043s). These stars are labeledin Figure 1.We observed two primary and three seondary minima for V513 Her. The mean epohsof minimum light were determined from these elipses using the bisetion of hords. Ta-ble 1 ontains the average times of minima for the three observed olors. The �ve minimaof Table 1, together with the previously minima yield the following new ephemeris.HJD Tmin I = 2453282:58088 + 0:3037690 d� E: (1)

We have alulated models for the light urves of V513 Her using the Wilson-Devinneyode (Wilson 1993). Common parameters that were varied inlude inlination of the orbit(i), temperature of the seondary star (T2), modi�ed potential of the stars (
1 = 
2),mass ratio (q), relative luminosity of the primary star (L1), and monohromati linearlimb darkening oeÆient of the primary star (x1 = x2). We assumed the star to be a
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Figure 1. Finder hart V513 Her
Table 1. Times of Minimum LightJD Hel. Min O-C2450000+ (days)3175.8112 II 0.00233188.7198 I 0.00083192.6689 I 0.00093193.7325 II 0.00133200.7194 II 0.0015

ontat binary system (Mode 3). The values of gravity brightening and bolometri albedowere set at their suggested values for onvetive atmospheres (Luy 1968), i.e., G1 = G2= 0.32, A1 = A2 = 0.5. Synhronous rotation was assumed for eah star (F1 = F2 =1.0). Linear limb darkening oeÆients were initialized at the model atmosphere valuesof Carbon and Gingerih (1969). The model atmosphere option was employed for eahstar.Sine no previous analytial work has been done on V513 Her (in partiular, no spe-trosopy), we devised a method to estimate the temperature of the primary star (T1).We observed the luster IC 4665, omputing all available olor indies for stars of knownspetral type (Henden and Kaithuk 1982). This luster was hosen for having starsof widely ranging spetral types. We then ompared these olor indies to the observedolor indies for V513 Her. We used olor index values observed near seondary mini-mum for V513 Her in order to minimize ontributions from the seondary star. Fromthese omparisons, we estimate the spetral type of primary star to be F5, resulting in atemperature of 6600 K (Johnson 1965).The solution presented here omes from areful examination of the matrix of orrelationoeÆients and the use of the method of multiple subsets (Wilson and Biermann 1976).Solution was taken to be ahieved when the parameter orretions all fell below theirprobable errors for all subsets. The errors listed in Table 2 are the formal errors of the
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partial di�erential least squares tehnique employed in the Wilson-Devinney method. Thevalues of the errors are used as a guide in determining the number of deimal plaes eahparameter is given. We should note that the atual errors of the parameter determinationmay be higher.The solution makes V513 Her a typial, A-type W UMa system. A steady period, atemperature of 6600 K for the primary star, and no evidene of spots supports the stableenvironment assoiated with A-type systems. The solution indiates only a slightly overontat system with a �ll out fator of 10.3%.

Table 2. Wilson-Devinney Solution for V513 HerWavelength Independent Parameters - Mode3i T1 T2 
1 
2 q F1 F2 G1 G2 A1 A274.80 6600 K 6071 K 3.436 3.436 0.840 1.00 1.00 0.32 0.32 0.5 0.5�0.34 �65 �0.021 �0.010Wavelength Dependent ParametersBand L1 L2 x1 x2Vis 0.623 0.377 0.6 0.6�0.014 �0.1Red 0.606 0.393 0.6 0.6�0.011 �0.1IR 0.594 0.406 0.6 0.6�0.008 �0.1

Figure 2. Light urves for V513 HerSolid urves are the Wilson-Devinney solution given above
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